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PowerToys – New Feature



Windows Calculator

Just in case you 

need to know…

40 cups is 

equivalent 

to 0.02 

bathtubs!



Fix for defragging SSD’s

This month's Windows' patch Tuesday is said to 

include a fix for a long-standing bug where the 

built-in "Optimize Drives" utility could defrag 

SSD’s on every boot. This affected only people 

running the May 2020 Update to Windows 10

https://www.windowslatest.com/2020/09/09/windows-

10-update-finally-fixes-optimize-drives-tool/



Defragging and TRIM

Fully electronic operations (e.g. CPU executing 

instructions, RAM read/writes) are fast.

Electro-mechanical operations (e.g. spinning 

hard drive platters, moving read heads) are 

relatively slow.



Defragging

Defragging is used on hard drives (HDD) to 

consolidate individual blocks of disk space 

belonging to a specific file so that they are 

contiguous.

Files can become fragmented if the OS can’t fit 

the entire file into a single section of the disk.



Store file on disk, but… 

File becomes fragmented!
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Solid State Drives (SSD) use “pages” as the 

minimum storage unit.  Pages are then 

combined to make “blocks”.

Any page (part of a file) is accessed by a 

memory address.  The seek and transfer times 

are the same for any page so it doesn’t matter if 

the pages of the file are contiguous or not. 

(Actually, non-contiguous is better since reads 

may be done through multiple channels.)

TRIM



(1,1)

(1,3)

(2,2)(2,1)

A simple addressing scheme:

(Block number, page number)

Data from anywhere can be read

by simply pointing to the address

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3



Data can be written to any empty page

Data in any page can be marked as deleted.

BUT, to overwrite a deleted page requires the 

entire block to be erased.

The data in the block has to be read into 

memory cache.  The deleted pages are 

discarded.  The pages in use are written to 

another block (wear levelling).  The original 

block is erased completely.



(1,1)

(1,3)

(2,2)(2,1)

Delete the black file:

Cache the pages from Block 1

Discard the black pages

Write the red pages to Block 3

Erase Block 1 

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3



(3,1) (3,2)(2,2)(2,1)

The SSD controller keeps track of the 

red file’s pages, i.e. it knows that the

file now starts at (3,1)

Block 1 is cleared for reuse 

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3



The read-discard-move-erase operation takes 

time and can cause a slow down if this is required 

before new data can overwritten to a deleted page

This is where TRIM comes in!

TRIM and a Garbage Collection (GC)

process work with the SSD

controller to make the page 

deletion process more efficient 



TRIM marks pages as deleted, and tells the 

SSD controller that they are ready for GC.

When the system isn’t busy, the garbage 

collection process moves the pages that are 

still in-use, discards the pages that are marked 

as deleted, and erases the original block.

(1,1)

(1,3)

Write

to a 

new

block

Discard

Block 1

TRIM

GC



Linux has some weird and wonderful commands 

that can check that this process is working:

Create a temporary file with random data
sudo dd if=/dev/urandom of=tempfile bs=1M count=3

Find the starting block of the temporary file
sudo hdparm –fibmap tempfile

View the contents of the temporary file
sudo hdparm –read-sector 99416992 /dev/sda



Delete the temporary file
sudo rm tempfile

Manually run the TRIM command 

(and flush the disk buffers; nothing cached)
sudo fstrim -v /

sync

View the contents of the temporary file
sudo hdparm –read-sector 99416992 /dev/sda



For more information on SSD’s, TRIM

and GC:

https://www.crucial.com/articles/about-

ssd/what-is-trim

https://linuxhint.com/ssd_trim/

https://www.extremetech.com/extreme/21049

2-extremetech-explains-how-do-ssds-work

https://linuxnorth.wordpress.com/2014/03/18/

trim-your-ssd-down-to-size/



Disaster Recovery



Can anyone recommend an "All-in-One" 

(print/copy/scan) printer that is actually 

compatible with Ubuntu Linux (18.04)?  

I say "actually" because I have already 

returned two incompatible printers 

(Brother and HP) to stores, 

despite manufacturer claims 

that both models were 

good-to-go "right out of 

the box."



The Brother model not only required the 

separate download of printer drivers, a 

query to Brother resulted in a technician 

messaging me with complicated 

instructions for downloading and 

installing the printer drivers.

The instructions appeared to be 

"commands" and I had no idea how

or where to implement them!

“There was truth and there was untruth, 

and if you clung to the truth even against 

the whole world, you were not mad.”
George Orwell, 1984



Linux usually needs printer/scanner drivers to 

be downloaded and installed.  Both Brother 

and Samsung (and probably several other 

manufacturers) offer Linux software for their 

devices.

Downloading is usually fairly straightforward.  

Installation normally requires a basic 

knowledge of Terminal commands.  Getting 

the printer/scanner to actually work can be 

complicated!

And, that’s the good news!  



I recently installed (fresh install) the latest release 

of Linux Mint (Version 20, Ulyana).  While the 

printer function was working on my Brother 

DCP7020, the scanner was not.  



Solution?

Download and install the

latest software from 

Brother’s Support Centre. 







Linux deb file for 

Ubuntu/Mint



Combined printer/scanner 

driver package





Driver package

linux-brprinter-installer-2.2.2-1.gz

(.gz = Gzip format)







Open a terminal window  



Finding “Terminal”





Or, keyboard shortcut

Ctrl-Alt-T



Terminal Commands:

cd Downloads

gunzip linux-brprinter-installer-2.2.2-1.gz

sudo su

bash linux-brprinter-installer-2.2.2-1 DCP7020

Will you specify the Device URI ? = N  (for USB)



Shortcuts:

ls to list files in folder

Select filename for .gz file

Ctrl-Shift-C to copy text

Type gunzip then Ctrl-Shift-V

to paste the filename



Shortcut:

Simply preface the bash 

command with sudo

“Longcut”:

I forgot to add the model

name (DCP7020)!







Print job:



Scanning:





/usr/lib64/sane  ==>  /usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/sane





Can anyone recommend at least one 

Ottawa computer technician who has 

ample experience working with the 

Ubuntu OS?



(1)  Dr. Google

https://www.google.com

(2)  Ask Ubuntu

https://askubuntu.com

(3)  Linux North

https://linuxnorth.wordpress.com



Can a personal webspace be set up in 

Google Drive? If so, can you tell us how 

to do this?



This should be doable with any cloud storage 

that allows sharing of files and folders, 

including Google Drive.

BUT, when I tried it and shared an HTML file, 

it opened as text rather than in a browser.



An alternative is to use Google Sites:

https://sites.google.com/new





https://sites.google.com/view/glentravssite/home



Any Other:

Questions?

Comments?

Shares?



If we have time…

Awesome Icons
Customize the icons on your Android smartphone

Alan German



Tech Café, OPL

September 14, 10:00 am

Windows Performance

Tune-up

Register at: opcug.ca/opl-presentations/



Questions

Send your questions, answers, and 

topics you wish to share to:

SuggestionBox@opcug.ca




